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CEF Industries and Aero Precision Industries Sign Worldwide Exclusive
Representation Agreement
Livermore, CA - Aero Precision Industries announced their new agreement with CEF
Industries. The CEF Industries agreement will extend Aero Precision's current worldwide
OEM fleet support by providing exclusive stocking distribution for all CEF C-130 products
worldwide including spare parts and services. The new Stocking Distribution Agreement
allows all C-130 E-H and C-130J aircraft operators to more quickly meet their logistic
needs.
Andy Dimitriou, VP Business Development says "CEF's decision supports the objective of
getting closer to the end user of our products to increase customer service and support.
Aero Precision's understanding, personal approach and commitment to the market as well
as their willingness to work closely with CEF to meet our customer service objectives were
critical factors in our selection. We look forward to the partnership."
Aero Precision has been stocking, selling, and distributing OEM products since 1993. "This
new agreement is a sign of our commitment to CEF and to C-130 customers worldwide on
MLG and flap ball screw assemblies, gearboxes and actuators plus all related
subcomponents and piece parts. Aero Precision's new agreement gives us the ability
to serve Air Forces, Operators and Repair & Overhaul facilities through our forecasting and
stocking of long lead time material ahead of demand, "explains Frank Cowle, VP, SCM of
Aero Precision.
About Aero Precision Industries:
Aero Precision is a distribution and services leader in the aerospace industry and a premier
worldwide stocking distributor of Military Aircraft OEM Parts. With over 16 years of reliable
service and quality parts, Aero Precision facilitates purchasing, distribution and repair
processes for its customers. Aero Precision sources all military aircraft parts requirements
using a unique logistic support model. In addition, Aero Precision has sole stocking
distribution agreements with Crane Aerospace, Hamilton Sundstrand, Honeywell, Texstars,
USD and other strategic OEM partners for various product lines.
About CEF Industries:
CEF Industries is an aerospace qualified full service company that supplies critical electro
mechanical systems and components to the aerospace and defense markets including flap,
gear and utility actuation, gearboxes for actuation drive systems, pumps, compressors for
potable water, avionics cooling, and electronic controls.

